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Boruto streaming — Ever since Naruto and Sasuke teamed up to defeat Kaguya, the maker of chakras and the greatest threat the ninja world has ever known, it's been many years. The situation has become calm again and the new generation of shinobi has not experienced the same difficulties as their parents. But
Boruto, Naruto's son, will suddenly find himself in a series of adventures... Anime didn't get as many positive reviews during the first episodes. Today, Boruto became tokyo's second most popular anime, both by sales and by gross profit. Boruto series as a whole is very interesting to narut lovers because it is filled with
scribes and references to the naruto series. But then, how do you look at Boruto streaming? Don't worry, anime is available in both VOSTFR and VF. Legally, Boruto can watch the show directly on TV, on J-ONE. The episodes air just one day after its release in Japan. Another way is to watch the Boruto episode directly
into the simulcast. The entire series is available on DNA and Netflix, as well as Naruto and Naruto Shippuden. You can take advantage of a trial offer to watch the entire anime for a limited time. There are already more than 150 episodes to watch, enough to track the progress of Narut's son. Of course, this anime is
broadcast. Watch Boruto on Netflix by clicking here - Watch Boruto on DNA by clicking here The Story of Borut Narutu Next Generations is clearly aimed at this new generation. The first episode shows us how things will turn out in the future: the destruction of the village of Konoha. On these ruins, Boruto and his friend
Kawaki are fighting for their own future. The scene reminds us of Narut's story in which he never stops clashing with Sasuke. We can also notice in this scene that Boruto and Kawaki possess tattoos that are still unknown but which seem to give them new powers. The light blue pupil of Borut's right eye turns black,
suggesting that it is the new force of the eyes. In the first nine episodes, the story focused on a new generation studying at the Ninja Academy, including Boruto. During the episode, an unknown new adversary is introduced: a mysterious shadow that feeds on the negative thinking of the victim. It gives the victim
considerable power and plunges him into black rage. Oddly, Borut's right eye is the only element. the eye is usually unwittingly activated. For the record, manga works even better! In Japan it was very well received. On several occasions, manga has appeared at the top of sales. In the week of release, the first volume
sold 183,413 copies. One million copies were printed in January 2017, making the series the eighth largest in Shuey's manga between 2017 and 2018. It is currently 10 volumes and is published on 11 October. Manga began on May 9, 2016. The streaming of Boruto animea began a few months later. List of episodes of
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